Agenda
9th BGPE Research Workshop
February 11/12, 2010
Hotel VICTORIA Nürnberg
Königstrasse 80
90402 Nürnberg
www.hotelvictoria.de

February 11th, Thursday

by 14:30          Check In / Registration

14:30 – 14:40  Welcome and Short Introduction

Presentations: 40 minutes per presenter, including 10-15 minutes of general discussion.

14:40 – 15:20  Monique Newiak (LMU München)
Recession and Inflation Aversion in Real Time – Evidence from Non-linear Taylor Rules

15:20 – 16:00  Sara Kleyer (University Bamberg)
Facing the Evaluation Problem with Partial Identification: Welfare Effects of the Euro Cash Changeover

16.00 – 16:25  Coffee Break

16:25 – 17:05  Sebastian Wismer (BGPE)
Advertising and Information

17:05 – 17:45  Bohdan Kukharskyy (BGPE)
Theory of (multinational) firm: overview and further developments
17:45 – 18:10 Coffee Break

18:10 – 18:50 **Katharina Eck (BGPE)**
International Trade Credit and Financially Constrained Firms

18:50 – 19:30 **Michael Koch (BGPE)**
Multi-product firms and imperfect labor markets

19:30 – 21.00 Dinner

21:00 - 22:00 Brainstorming Session for BGPE Doctoral Students

**February 12th, Friday**

starting 7:30 Breakfast

9:00 – 9:40 **Stephan Brunner (BGPE)**
Positive Feedback Investment Strategies

9:40 – 10:20 **Sebastian Missio (BGPE)**
Interdependence of liquidity problems in the banking sector

10:20 – 10:40 Coffee Break

10:40 – 11:20 **Torben Klarl (University Augsburg)**
Modeling the folk theorem of spatial economics: a heterogeneous regional growth model

11:20 – 12:00 **Alejandro Donado (University Wuerzburg)**
Why do unionized workers have more nonfatal occupational injuries?

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch

13:00 – 16:00 Organizational Committee Meeting
(Coffee in the Room)